Special Figures
Special figures are a bonus for By Fire and Sword players. These figures cannot be bought, you may only
receive them for participation in tournaments, competitions and by promoting the game in other ways.
Every special figure has its own rules.
If you own a special figure you may use it at every official By Fire and Sword tournament.
Deployment of a special figure does not increase the army’s FSP and it does not need to be included in the
army list. At the Skirmish Level you may have one special figure. You may have more at higher levels - 2 for
Division, 3 for a Field Army and 4 for a Great Army. The figure may only be used painted and with a finished
base (not necessarily like our “company” figures). Special figures may not be proxied in any way.

The Captive
In the 17th century notable personas were a valuable catch. A Captive could be a
source of valuable information, a bargaining card in negotiations as well as a source of money (from a ransom).
The Captive figure starts the game as a marker. It is placed to mark that somewhere
in the enemy army there is a important person. After the Captive is placed you get an
additional task – to capture the captive during the battle.
Roll a die each time you win a Close Combat with an enemy Unit and it loses at least
1 base. If you roll less than the defeated Unit’s Skill then you get your prisoner (it is easier to find a notable
persona among veterans than among rabble). If you kill a Commander in Close Combat then you automatically get the captive. After you have your catch place the Captive figure by your army Commander’s base. In
the Reorganization Phase of the turn in which you got your prisoner, if your Commander is alive, roll a die:
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We will get a sack of gold for you! – Losing this person is a significant blow for the enemy.
If the Commander by which the Captive figure is placed survives the battle then the enemy losses
are increased by 1 point (as if loosing an additional base at Skirmish level or a Unit worth
1 Strength point at Divisional level).
It’s now or never! – The information obtained from the Captive help to make decisions on the
battlefield. You get a +2 modifier to the Initiative roll in the next turn.
So this is what they are up to… - You were able to get information on enemy plans from
the Captive.
In the following turn your opponent must place one Order of your choice uncovered
immediately after it is issued.

If you are unable to get the Captive during the battle or you loose him (the Commander by which the Captive
was placed is killed or flees the battlefield) then enemy losses are decreased by 1 point (as if he lost 1 base
less). Once lost the Captive cannot be caught again. Regardless of the level of game you may only use one
Captive.

